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Meet semiconductors - The unsung heroes of modern electronics: 
 
Semiconductors, also known as integrated circuits (ICs) or “chips”, are mini marvels that pack billions of electronic 
pieces into a tiny space, just a few millimeters square.1 Semis are born from pure elements like silicon or germanium, 
or compounds such as gallium arsenide, and then treated through a chemical process known as “doping” that 
enhance conductivity. These chips perch on wafer-thin stages where their properties of conduction (like metals) and 
insulation (like rubber), let them steer electrical signals to lay the cornerstones of today's tech revolution. 

Semiconductor Ecosystem Overview 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
Source: Samsung. "Foundry? Fabless? Learn about the Semiconductor Ecosystem All at Once!" 2/14/2020. 

 
 

 
1 Intel. “Semiconductors and Intel, an Introduction”, accessed on 8/30/2023. 
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Key Takeaways: 
 
• Semiconductors are the bedrock of the digital economy, core enablers of the data revolution and at the forefront 

of technological innovation.  

• The semiconductor industry could be set for exponential growth driven by the mega forces of AI and 
digitalization, as well as those of geopolitics and economic competition. 

• Investors looking to gain semiconductor exposure may want to consider ETFs that target the entire 
semiconductor value chain, including companies focused on the design, fabrication, and assembly of 
semiconductors. 
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Investment Opportunities in Semiconductors 
 

 
         Before we dive into the intricate world of semiconductors, here is a quick primer on the various types of firms involved 

in the manufacturing process, which spans four to six months:2 

• Integrated device manufacturers (IDMs) perform all three steps in semiconductor manufacturing: design, 
fabrication, and assembly. 

• “Fabless” firms center on design only; they do not fabricate chips and instead rely on design software and 
intellectual property blocks. 

• “Foundries” focus on manufacturing, crafting chips using equipment, chemicals, and wafers. (Fabless firms 
closely partner with foundries to create chips, followed by testing and assembly – overseen either by the foundries 
themselves or outsourced semiconductor assembly and test (OSAT) companies. 
 

There are four main types of semiconductors in terms of functionality: 

Type Description Application 

Logic chips 

The “brains” of electronic devices – they process 
digital information to complete a task. There are 
two types of logic chips: 

• Central Processing Units (CPUs) are traditional 
processors that perform general purpose 
computing tasks. 

• Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) process 
complex computations in parallel. 

CPUs excel at general computing 
tasks like running operating systems 
and managing user interactions, 
while GPUs are efficient for data 
heavy processing such as natural 
language processing and AI training. 

Memory chips 

Information-storing chips. There are two types of 
memory chips: 

• Volatile Memory chips, such as DRAM 
(Dynamic Random Access Memory), are 
working memory” chips that save data only 
while the device’s power is turned on. 

• Non-volatile Memory chips, such as NAND 
Flash, save data even after the device is turned 
off. 

DRAM chips are used for quick data 
access, often as the main memory in 
computers, while NAND Flash chips 
are used for long-term data storage 
in devices like solid-state drives 
(SSDs), and USB drives. 

Application-specific 
integrated chips 

(ASICs) 

 

 

ASICs are simple, single-purpose chips used for 
performing repetitive processing routines. 

ASICs are used in scanning a 
barcode, processing medical image 
data, and handling high-frequency 
financial transactions all in real time. 

System-on-a-chip 
devices (SoCs) 

 

SoCs are integrator chips that combine 
characteristics of logic chips, memory chips and 
ASICs in a single chip. 

SoCs may integrate things such as 
graphics, audio, camera, video, and 
Wi-Fi, widely used in smartphones, 
tablets, gaming consoles, and smart 
TVs. 

 

 

 
2 Deloitte. “Reimagining the auto manufacturing supply network | Using the semiconductor crisis to effect positive change for the future”, accessed on 8/30/2023. 
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Investment Opportunities in Semiconductors 
 

 
          

In the past half century, semiconductors have facilitated the evolution from mainframe computers to personal 
computers (PCs) in the 1990s, crafted internet architecture in the 2000s, and gifted us smartphones in the 2010s. 
Today, they power everyday gadgets and cutting-edge tech like artificial intelligence (AI), 5G, and electric vehicles 
(EVs), resulting in a secular demand surge. Fueled by the convergence of AI-driven innovations and increased 
government spending, semiconductors hold the key to reshaping our future – generating exciting potential 
opportunities for investors. 

 

The semiconductor industry is rapidly growing: 
 

Global semiconductor market value by vertical, $B 

 
         
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: McKinsey. "The semiconductor decade: A trillion-dollar industry", 4/1/2022. 

Figures for the year 2030 above are estimates. There is no guarantee that these forecasts come to pass. 
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         With chip demand set to rise over the coming decade, the global semiconductor industry is projected to hit the 

trillion-dollar mark by 2030.3 Nearly 70% of this growth is expected to be driven by three segments:4 
 
Computation and data storage: Propelled by the need for servers to fuel cloud computing and the AI boom. By 
enabling quicker responses and better language understanding, GPUs are instrumental in powering generative 
AI breakthroughs like ChatGPT, which crossed one million users within just five days of launch.5 Nearly $16 billion 
dollars’ worth of GPUs went into AI-related use cases worldwide in 2022.6 
 
AI is not just reaping the benefits of semiconductor power; semiconductor power is also set to reap the benefits 
of AI. AI’s use from chip designs to identifying defects, optimizing processes, and even foreseeing chip failures 
will be transformative. If you thought seeing AI beat a human at chess or Go, the most complex game devised by  
man, was impressive, wait until you see it design a chip. With an astronomical number of potential chip 
configurations far surpassing the permutation of Chess and Go, AI’s knack for chip design is a game-changer, 
birthing a new chip era. 
 
 

Chips have exponentially more configuration than Chess or Go 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Source: Deloitte. “Technology, Media, and Telecommunications Predictions”, February 2023. 

 

 

 
3 McKinsey. “The semiconductor decade: A trillion-dollar industry”, 04/01/2022. 
4McKinsey. “The semiconductor decade: A trillion-dollar industry”, 04/01/2022. 
5 Yahoo Finance. “ChatGPT gained 1 million users in under a week. Here’s why the AI chatbot is primed to disrupt search as we know it”, 12/09/2022. 
6 Statista Intelligence, “Market revenue of artificial intelligence chips from 2021 to 2028”, May 2023. 
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         Automotive: Projected to see a tripling of demand driven by EVs.7 Advances in semiconductors have enhanced EV 

battery capacity, letting them zoom longer on a single charge. In fact, the total value of semiconductors utilized in 
an electric car is more than twice that of a conventional internal combustion engine.8 
 
Wireless: Forecasted to account for 25% of semiconductor industry growth over the next decade.9 Semiconductors 
enable the processing and transmission of signals in devices like smartphones and reduce latency in 5G networks, 
allowing real-time applications like augmented reality, virtual reality, and remote surgery to flourish. 
 

The rewiring of semiconductor supply chain can spur investment 
opportunities: 
 
The need for deep technical know-how and high economies of scale in semiconductor design and fabrication has 
resulted in a highly specialized global supply chain. For example, East Asia, particularly Taiwan, excels in wafer 
fabrication and assembly, while the U.S. and Europe specialize in research-intensive activities such as chip design 
and advanced manufacturing equipment. Every region is interdependent: the typical semiconductor production 
process involves steps in more than five countries and three or more shipments across the globe. 
 
However, the fragility of the semiconductor supply chain was highlighted by the COVID-19 pandemic and is 
increasingly being impacted by geopolitical competition. These tiny chips now hold major sway in a high-stakes 
economic and military contest, most notably in the rivalry between the U.S. and China. The U.S. barred its companies 
from selling semiconductors and relevant equipment to China, urging allies like Japan and Netherlands to follow.10 
This has limited advanced chip machinery exports, including the vital lithography equipment for cutting-edge 
microchips that power AI.11 China countered by limiting exports of gallium and germanium – rare metals needed for 
manufacturing semiconductors with critical use cases in missile defense systems and military applications such as 
satellites, radar and night-vision devices.12 China produces 60% of the world’s germanium and 80% of gallium, and 
currently provides around half of U.S. supplies.13,14 
 
As we enter a new era of global fragmentation with rewired supply chains, policymakers worldwide are doubling down 
on boosting domestic chip industries and incentivizing firms to expand local manufacturing and design with 
subsidies and tax breaks. The U.S. and Europe, for instance, are seeking semiconductor self-reliance:15,16 

 
~$53B from the CHIPS and Science Act in the U.S. was provided to support local American semiconductor 
research, development, manufacturing, and workforce development, which will lead to the geographical 
realignment of manufacturing capacity. 

 
 
~€43B from the CHIPS Act in the E.U. was provided to develop more fabs and increase semiconductor 
production in the region, with an aim to double the EU’s global market share from 10% to 20% by 2030.  

 

 
7 McKinsey. “The semiconductor decade: A trillion-dollar industry”, 04/01/2022. 
8 Vyrian. “How does the increase in electric vehicles affect the semiconductor industry?”, 06/08/2022. 
9 McKinsey. “The semiconductor decade: A trillion-dollar industry”, 04/01/2022. 
10 Reuters. “U.S. official acknowledges Japan, Netherlands deal to curb chipmaking exports to China”, 01/31/2023. 
11 Nikkei Asia. “Netherlands unveils chip tool export curbs in fresh blow to China”, 06/30/2023. 
12 CNBC.com, “What are Gallium and Germanium? China curbs exports of metals critical to chips and other tech”, 07/04/2023. 
13 CNBC.com. “What are Gallium and Germanium? China curbs exports of metals critical to chips and other tech”, 07/04/2023 
14 APNews. “China restricts exports of high-tech metals in a slap at Washington ahead of Yellen’s visit”, 07/04/2023. 
15 The White House. “Fact Sheet: One Year after the CHIPS and Science Act, Biden-Harris Administration Marks Historic Progress in Bringing Semiconductor Supply Chains 
Home, Supporting Innovation, and Protecting National Security”, 08/09/2023. 
16 European Commission. “European Chips Act”, accessed on 08/18/2023. 
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         Chips are the new bricks: 

 
Semiconductors, the building blocks that power the EV boom and the AI revolution, have enabled breakthrough 
innovation in virtually all areas of society, and fundamentally shifted the boundary between the possible and the 
impossible. In this increasingly fragmenting world, semiconductor companies stand to benefit from a ramp-up of 
government investments, bolstering supply and driving innovation for decades come.  
 

How to get semiconductors exposure with RBC iShares: 
 
The chips arms race, intensified by widespread AI adoption, adds an exhilarating dimension to semiconductor 
investments across the globe. Investors seeking exposure to the semiconductor industry may want to consider ETFs 
such as iShares Semiconductor Index ETF (XCHP), which targets the full value chain including companies that 
design, fabricate, and assemble semiconductors.   
 

Ticker Name Mgmt. Fee Index 

XCHP iShares Semiconductor Index ETF 0.35% ICE Semiconductor Index 
Management fees: as disclosed in the fund’s most recent prospectus or ETF summary document. Source: BlackRock.  
 
XCHP tracks the ICE Semiconductor Index and provides exposure to U.S. companies that design, manufacture and 
distribute semiconductors. It holds the 30 largest U.S. listed semiconductor companies, weighted by market 
capitalization. The top holdings in XCHP’s underlying index are NVIDIA (9.7%), Broadcom (8.5%), Advanced Micro 
Devices (AMD) (6.7%), Intel (6.6%), and Texas Instrument (5.7) as of August 31, 2023. 
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RBC iShares ETFs are comprised of RBC ETFs managed by RBC Global Asset Management Inc. and iShares ETFs managed by BlackRock Asset Management Canada 
Limited ("BlackRock Canada").  

Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with investing in exchange-traded funds (ETFs). Please read the relevant 
prospectus before investing. The indicated rates of return are the historical annual compounded total returns including changes in unit value and reinvestment of all 
distributions and do not take into account sales, redemption, distribution or optional charges or income taxes payable by any securityholder that would have reduced 
returns. ETFs are not guaranteed, their values change frequently, and past performance may not be repeated. Tax, investment, and all other decisions should be made, as 
appropriate, only with guidance from a qualified professional. 

The iShares ETFs  are not connected, sponsored, endorsed, issued, sold or promoted by Bloomberg Finance L.P. and its affiliates, including Bloomberg Index Services,  
Limited (“Bloomberg”), Cohen & Steers Capital Management Inc., London Stock Exchange Group plc and its group undertakings (“LSE Group”, ICE Data Indices, LLC.,  ICE 
Benchmark Administration Limited, Jantzi Research Inc., Markit Indices Limited, Morningstar, Inc., MSCI Inc., MSCI ESG Research and Bloomberg, NASDAQ OMX Group Inc. 
or S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC. (“S&P”). None of these companies make any representation regarding the advisability of investing in the iShares ETFs. BlackRock Asset 
Management Canada Limited is not affiliated with the companies listed above. The Prospectus contains a more detailed description of the limited relationship the 
companies have with BlackRock Asset Management Canada Limited and any related ETFs.  

® / TM Trademark(s) of Royal Bank of Canada. Used under licence. iSHARES is a registered trademark of BlackRock, Inc., or its subsidiaries in the United States and 
elsewhere. Used under licence. © 2023 BlackRock Asset Management Canada Limited and RBC Global Asset Management Inc. All rights reserved. 
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